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Abstract
Management of configurable software is often supported by using software product
lines. A feature model represents a software product line by modeling the configurable features in a hierarchical tree-structure. Additionally, it defines the set of
valid configurations. When constructing a configuration, a SAT solver is called multiple times after each (de-)selection of a feature to determine which features have
to be (de-)selected afterwards. For a large-scale feature model, the high number
of necessary SAT calls may take up to several hours. A modal implication graph
(MIG) describes dependencies between features to reduce the number of SAT calls
in the configuration process and, thus, the required time. However, the construction
of a MIG can take up to several hours for large feature models. Moreover, the MIG
has to be recalculated after every change in a feature model with state-of-the-art
methods which leads to high computational effort. In this thesis, we introduce a
concept to incrementally calculate a MIG by adapting it to changes in the feature
model. To this end, we calculate and use the differences in the conjunctive normal
forms (CNFs) representing the feature model versions before and after an evolution step. Based on these CNF differences, the MIG is modified. We evaluate our
concept with regard to (1) the correctness of the incremental calculation, (2) the
advantage in the computation time when incrementally calculating, (3) the number
of SAT calls we reduced, and (4) the accuracy of the incremental calculation. Our
empirical evaluation strongly indicates high benefits of the incremental construction
regarding the number of required SAT calls and computation time. Our empirical
evaluation shows that the incremental construction saves up to 91% of computation
time and up to 86% of SAT calls.
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Inhaltsangabe
Die Verwaltung von konfigurierbarer Software wird häufig durch die Verwendung von
Software-Produktlinien unterstützt. Ein Feature-Model repräsentiert eine SoftwareProduktlinie durch Modellierung der konfigurierbaren Features in einer hierarchischen Baumstruktur. Zusätzlich definiert es die Menge der gültigen Konfigurationen.
Beim Erstellen einer Konfiguration wird ein SAT-Solver nach jeder (De-)Selektion
eines Features mehrfach aufgerufen, um zu bestimmen, welche Features danach (de)selektiert werden müssen. Die hohe Anzahl der notwendigen SAT-Aufrufe kann für
komplexe Feature-Modelle zu Laufzeiten von mehreren Stunden führen. Ein modaler
Implikationsgraph (MIG) beschreibt Abhängigkeiten zwischen Features, um die Anzahl der SAT-Aufrufe im Konfigurationsprozess und damit die benötigte Zeit zu reduzieren. Allerdings kann die Konstruktion eines MIGs bei großen Feature-Modellen
bis zu mehrere Stunden dauern. Außerdem muss der MIG nach jeder Änderung
eines Feature-Models bei aktuellem Stand der Technik neu berechnet werden, was
zu einem hohen Rechenaufwand führt. In dieser Arbeit führen wir ein Konzept zur
inkrementellen Berechnung eines MIGs ein, indem der MIG nach einem Evolutionsschritt angepasst wird statt neu berechnet zu werden. Zu diesem Zweck berechnen
und nutzen wir die Unterschiede in den konjunktiven Normalformen (CNFs), die
die Feature-Model Versionen vor und nach einem Evolutionsschritt repräsentieren.
Basierend auf dieser CNF-Differenz wird der MIG angepasst. Wir evaluieren unser
Konzept im Hinblick auf (1) die Korrektheit der inkrementellen Berechnung, (2)
den Vorteil in der Rechenzeit bei inkrementeller Berechnung, (3) die Anzahl der
reduzierten SAT-Aufrufe und (4) die Genauigkeit der inkrementellen Berechnung.
Unsere empirische Evaluation zeigt signifikante Vorteile der inkrementellen Konstruktion in Bezug auf die Anzahl der benötigten SAT-Aufrufe und die benötigte
Berechnungszeit. Unsere empirische Evaluation zeigt, dass die inkrementelle Konstruktion bis zu 91% der Berechnungszeit und bis zu 86% der SAT-Aufrufe einspart.
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1. Introduction
Managing configurable software systems is a complex task as they may contain a high
number of features with a much higher number of different variants [BSRC10, IF10,
KTS+ 18, STS20, KZK10]. To support the development of configurable systems a
product line (PL) can be defined to manage the features and facilitate reusability of
their functionalities. With a feature model (FM), the different features of a PL and
the dependencies between the features can be organized [BSRC10, SSK+ 20, Bat05,
CHE05, CW07]. The FM represents the features in a hierarchical tree structure
with cross-tree constraints for the dependencies that cannot be expressed by the
tree [BSRC10, KTS+ 18]. A configuration is a combination of selected features for
a product. We call a configuration valid if its selected feature do not violate any
of the constraints that are imposed by the feature model and a FM valid if there
is at least one valid configuration for the FM [BSRC10, KTS+ 18]. To analyze an
FM, e.g. to verify whether it is valid, it is typically translated into a conjunctive
normal form (CNF) which can be verified by a SAT solver [Bat05, BSRC10]. A
SAT solver is a tool to check whether a given boolean formula is satisfiable. Using
a SAT solver, we can also verify the validity of a given configuration [KTS+ 18].
When constructing a configuration, it is important to keep the user informed what
features are left to be selected or have to be selected now. To this end, a SAT solver
needs to be called several times after each selection or deselection of a feature. Using
the unfinished configuration, the SAT solver can be used to determine the remaining
possible selections. That process is called decision propagation [KTS+ 18]. For largescale FMs, decision propagation requires high numbers of SAT calls, each potentially
taking up to several hours [KTS+ 18].
A Modal Implication Graph (MIG) is a directed graph that was introduced to reduce
the number of SAT calls necessary for the decision propagation. A MIG describes
the dependencies between variables of a propositional formula [KTS+ 18]. Instead
of calling a SAT solver several times after a (de-) selection of a feature, we can
use a MIG to support the decision propagation regarding the computation time.
Each node in a MIG represents a selected or deselected feature. The nodes can be
connected by edges. We distinguish between the construction of a MIG and the
usage of the MIG afterwards. A MIG is calculated once after the construction of a
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FM. Calculating a MIG from scratch requires a lot of time [KTS+ 18]. But since this
step is done without any user interaction and improves the user experience in the
configuration construction, the MIG brings an added value. After the construction
it can be used until the respective FM is changed. In this case, the MIG is no longer
valid, even when the changes in the FM are small and the main part of the MIG
still is valid. Recalculating the MIG can take up to several hours, depending on the
size of the FM.
To improve the usage of MIGs in the case of FM evolution, we introduce a method
to adapt an existing MIG after changes in a FM. This way, we aim to accelerate the
construction of the MIG regarding the necessary calculation time when calculating
it from scratch. Our main focus is to reduce the number of required SAT calls when
constructing the MIG. For the construction of a MIG, the FM’s CNF is used as
basis of the calculation. We also use the CNF for the incremental construction but
we use the changes in the CNFs of the old and the new FM as basis. The from
scratch calculated MIG is improved by multiple steps to make the MIG smaller on
the one hand and more efficient on the other hand. It is possible to skip some of the
additional steps and still have a resulting MIG that is correct. In this case we call
the MIG incomplete. Otherwise, we call the MIG complete. For the incremental
construction of a MIG, we also distinguish between an incomplete and a complete
MIG.
In summary, we provide concepts and algorithms for the following steps to incrementally compute MIGs:
1. Compute differences between two FM versions in terms of differences of their
respective CNFs
2. Incrementally compute incomplete MIGs
3. Incrementally compute complete MIGs
We implement the algorithms as addition to the already existing calculation of a
MIG in the feature modeling toolsuite FeatureIDE [TKB+ 14]. We empirically evaluate the incremental adaption with different feature models that have a different
number of changes, features, and constraints. To this end, we measure the calculation times and the number of SAT calls needed for the calculation from scratch and
the incremental construction. Additionally, we investigate the difference between
the two resulting MIGs and the trade-offs between runtime and accuracy of the incremental construction. Our evaluation shows saving of up to 91% of computation
time and up to 86% of SAT calls while keeping a high degree of accuracy.
We provide the basics that are necessary to understand the rest of the thesis in
Chapter 2. Afterwards, we introduce multiple new algorithms for the incremental
construction in Chapter 3. In Chapter 4, we explain the implementation of our
algorithms in FeatureIDE, the additional challenges we had to cope with to implement the incremental construction, and the adaptions that were necessary in the
existing MIG for the incrementally constructed MIG. In Chapter 5 we present the
results of our empirical evaluation. We discuss related work in Chapter 6. Finally,
in Chapter 7, we provide a conclusion and discuss future work on the incremental
construction.
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2. Background
In this chapter, we give an overview of the knowledge and techniques that are the
basis of this thesis. To this end, we explain feature models and their semantics, the
analysis of feature models using propositional logic with an emphasis on CNFs and
SAT solvers, and the concept of a modal implication graph.

2.1

Feature Models

A software product line (SPL) manages the different functionalities of a variable
software system. A software product line contains variable artifacts that support
reusing code of features in different products. A variable software system typically
consists of multiple distinct fragments called features which can be composed to
derive a variety of products. Constructing multiple products without a product line
leads to repeated implementations. A feature model (FM) can be used to describe
a software product line on an abstract level [Bat05, CHE05, CW07]. It contains all
features of the SPL and defines all valid combinations of features. For a graphical
representation of a FM, a feature diagram visualizes the features and the relationships among them. In a feature diagram, the features are displayed hierarchically
in a tree structure. If a selection of a feature always leads to the selection of a child
features, we call this child feature mandatory. Otherwise, we call it optional. Dependencies that cannot be represented by the tree structure are typically displayed
separately as propositional constraints (i.e., cross-tree constraints).
Figure 2.1 shows an example of a feature diagram for an election registration software. The FM contains two mandatory features: Way of voting and Identification.
When selecting the way of voting, the features below are part of an alternative group.
This means, the voter can choose either voting in person or by post. When choosing
how to identify, the features below are part of an or group. That means, the voter
can identify either by using an online service, at a polling station, or both. Optionally,
the voter can specify the city he is from.
A combination of features that can be used to derive a product is called a configuration [BSRC10]. We call a configuration valid if the chosen combination of features
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Legend:

Election

Mandatory
Way of voting

City

Identification

Optional
Or Group
Alternative Group

Duckburg

Mouseton

Springfield

In person

By post

Online

At a polling station

Abstract Feature

Concrete Feature

Figure 2.1: Example of a feature diagram
does not violate any constraint imposed by the FM (e.g., Election, Way of voting, In
person, Identification, Online). If there exists no valid configuration for a FM, we call
the FM void. We refer to features that have to be selected for a valid configuration
as core. In our example, the features Election, Way of voting, and Identification are
core features. As a FM grows, different constraints may lead to features that have to
be deselected in each valid configuration [KZK10, STS20]. We refer to these features
as dead. In the following, we explain how to verify the validity of a configuration
with regards to FM constraints.

2.2

Feature Models and Logics

A conjunctive normal form CNF = {L, C} is a propositional formula that consists
of a set of literals L = (l1 , ¬l1 , .., li , ¬li ) and a set of clauses C = (c1 , .., cn ). A literal
corresponds to a single variable and can either be positive or negative. A single
clause represents a dependency between literals, where the literals within the clause
are connected with a logical or (i.e., c1 = {lj , .., lm } = lj ∨ .. ∨ lm ). The clauses
contained in the CNF are connected with a logical and (i.e., c1 ∧ .. ∧ cn ). We call a
specific selection and deselection of features an assignment (e.g., l3 ∧ l7 ∧ ¬l9 ). An
assignment satisfies a CNF if it does not violate any of the clauses of the CNF. A
CNF is satisfiable if there is a valid assignment for the CNF. If the CNF represents
a FM, the literals describe either a selected or a deselected feature. We translate
a FM into a CNF to check if the FM is not void (i.e., if the CNF is satisfiable).
Every existing FM can be translated into a CNF [Bat05]. The corresponding CNF
for Figure 2.1 is the following:
CNF = {Election, City, Way of voting, Identification, Duckburg, Mouseton,
Springfield, In person, By post, Online, At a polling station}, { {Election},
{Way of voting}, {Identification}, {Duckburg, Mouseton, Springfield},
{¬Duckburg, ¬Mouseton},{¬Springfield, ¬Mouseton},
{¬Duckburg, ¬Springfield}, {City, ¬Mouseton}, {City, ¬Duckburg},
{City, ¬Springfield}, {¬City, Mouseton, Springfield, Duckburg},

{¬In person, ¬By post}, {In person, By post}, {Online, At a polling station} }
We can see three kinds of clauses in the CNF: (1) clauses with one feature, called unit
clauses, (2) clauses with two features that have a binary relation, and (3) clauses
with three features. A unit clause, e.g. {Election}, indicates that the contained
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feature has to be selected for a valid configuration. Having a negated feature in a
unit clause means that it has to be deselected. A clause with two features means
that at least one of these features has to be selected or, if negated, deselected. For
example, the clause {¬In person, ¬By post} means that when selecting In person,
By post has to be deselected. In combination with the clause {In person, By post}
it expresses that either In person or By post has to be selected but not both.
To check whether a specific feature is core or dead, we add the corresponding literal
(i.e., a positive literal for core and a negative literal for dead) as a unit clause to
the CNF. Afterwards, we check if the resulting CNF is still satisfiable. If it is not,
the corresponding feature is dead if the literal in the unit clause is positive and
core otherwise. In the following, we explain the usage of SAT solvers to verify the
satisfiability of a CNF.
A SAT solver is a tool that checks whether a boolean formula is satisfiable [Jan08].
We can use a SAT solver to verify if a CNF induces any satisfying assignments. To
this end, the SAT solver gets a CNF as input and returns true if there exists an assignment for the CNF. If not, it returns false. We can check if a FM is valid by giving
the FM’s CNF as input to a SAT solver. Additionally, a SAT solver can verify the
validity of a given configuration. When selecting a feature, we add the corresponding
literal as unit clause to the CNF of the FM and when deselecting a feature, we add
the corresponding negated literal as a unit clause to the CNF. Then, we verify with
a SAT solver if the resulting CNF is still satisfiable. A SAT solver can also be used
to check whether any other feature has to be selected or deselected after selecting or
deselecting a specific feature. For example, when selecting the feature Duckburg we
can add the unit clauses {Duckburg} and {Mouseton} to the SAT solver. The SAT
solver would return false and, thus, we know that after selecting Duckburg, Mouseton
can not be selected anymore. When a user constructs a configuration, we can keep
him informed after each selection or deselection of a feature which features have to
be selected or deselected now. This is called decision propagation. For large-scale
feature models, the high number of SAT calls necessary to provide decision propagation cost several minutes for each decision in the configuration process [KTS+ 18]. In
the following, we explain modal implication graphs that were introduced to reduce
the number of SAT calls necessary for decision propagation [Kri15].

2.3

Modal Implication Graphs

A modal implication graph (MIG) is a directed graph G = (L, E) with a set of literals
L as nodes and a set of edges E consisting of weak and strong edges [KTS+ 18, Kri15].
A MIG represents the dependencies between features of a FM. Figure 2.2 shows the
corresponding MIG for the FM example in Figure 2.1. A strong edge represents a
binary relation between two literals and is displayed in the graph by a black triangle
arrow −. Let f be a feature, lf a positive literal corresponding to f , and lf − lg
and lf − ¬lh be strong edges to literals corresponding to the features g and h. If f
has been selected, g has to be selected too. Additionally, h has to be deselected. For
instance, when selecting the feature Springfield, the strong edges going away from
the corresponding literal show that Mouseton and Duckburg have to be deselected
now because strong edges go from Springfield to ¬Mouseton and to ¬Duckburg. A
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weak edge represents a connection between two literals that are part of an n-ary
clause with at least three literals. In the MIG, a weak edge is displayed by a white
triangle arrow −. For example, when deselecting the feature Duckburg, the MIG
shows that either Mouseton or Springfield have to be selected now.
Mouseton
¬By post

By post
¬Duckburg

¬Springfield
City
Duckburg

Springfield
In person

¬In person
¬Mouseton

¬City
Online

¬At a polling
station

¬Online

At a polling
station

Figure 2.2: Example of a modal implication graph
The literature distinguishes between incomplete and complete MIGs. The construction of an incomplete MIG includes three steps.
1. The first step is to collect all clauses that have to be added to the MIG.
That includes finding core and dead features and removing clauses from that
CNF that are either redundant (i.e., their logic is already defined by a set
of other clauses) or a tautology (i.e., the clause is satisfied for every possible
assignment). For redundant clauses, consider the following example. We have
a CNF = { {A, B}, {A, B, C}}. The clause {A, B, C} is a redundant
clause, because the clause {A, B} already defines that either A or B have to
be selected. For a tautology, consider the clause {A, ¬A, B}. This clause is
satisfied if A is either selected or deselected and, thus, always satisfied.
2. The second step is to add all of these clauses to the MIG. For each variable
appearing in the CNF, we add two vertices corresponding to the positive and
negative literals to the MIG. For core and dead features, we add no edge to
the MIG but save the information for the corresponding literals. We do so,
because the MIG displays the connection between features and to be core or
dead is an attribute of a feature itself. Strong edges are added for clauses
with two literals, e.g., for the clause {¬Duckburg, ¬Mouseton} in the CNF
representing our running example, we add a strong edge from Duckburg to
¬Mouseton and a strong edge from Mouseton to ¬Duckburg. For clauses with
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three or more literals, we add two weak edges for each pair of variables. For
example, for the clause {Duckburg, Mouseton, Springfield} we add a weak edge
from ¬Duckburg to Mouseton and from ¬Mouseton to Duckburg. We add weak
edges analogously for the other pairs.
3. Afterwards, transitive strong edges are calculated. For our example MIG in
Figure 2.2, consider an additional strong edge from ¬Duckburg to Mouseton.
Since the MIG also contains a strong edge from Springfield to ¬Duckburg, selecting Springfield always requires to select Mouseton. Thus, we add a transitive
strong edge from Springfield to Mouseton.
Transforming an incomplete MIG to a complete MIG takes two additional steps.
1. The first one is finding transitive weak edges and adding them to the MIG.
This works similar to the way that transitive strong edges were detected in
the construction of the incomplete MIG.
2. The second step is detecting implicit strong edges. These edges are weak
edges that can be transformed to strong edges. The reason for the possible
transition can be caused due to other constraints and edges. Consider the
following example. We have the clauses {A, B, C} and {¬A}. The weak edges
from ¬B to C and from ¬C to B are implicit strong edges, since A can never
be selected and, thus, either B or C has to be selected.
A MIG represents a lot of information about the dependencies among features which
simplifies the construction of a valid configuration. When using a MIG for decision
propagation, several SAT calls can be saved as the MIG provides knowledge about
the consequences that result from the selection or deselection of features.
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3. Updating Modal Implication
Graphs
During the evolution of a variable system, the corresponding FM typically changes
as well. After a new change to the FM, the MIG has to be adapted to the changes.
Algorithms considered in the literature require a construction of the corresponding
MIG from scratch. Building a new MIG for each new FM version typically costs a lot
of computation time [KTS+ 18]. We introduce a method to adapt an existing MIG
to changes in the FM. The goal of incrementally constructing a MIG is to reduce
the time required for the MIG calculation after evolution steps. When constructing
a MIG, the main computational effort lies in invocations of SAT solvers. Therefore,
our main focus lies on reducing the required SAT queries with the incremental
construction.
In this chapter, we highlight challenges that we identified for incrementally creating
a MIG. We explain the concepts of our method including algorithms to solve the
aforementioned challenges. When building a MIG for an FM, the FM is translated
into a CNF. Subsequently, the clauses of the CNF are used to build the MIG (cf.
Section 2.3). Instead of using the FM for incremental construction, we use the
changes in the CNF. As Figure 3.1 shows, we identified calculating the difference
between the CNFs before and after FM evolution as the first step. Calculating the
incomplete MIG is the first step when constructing a MIG. Afterwards, a complete
MIG is built with the incomplete MIG as its base. To introduce our method, we
differentiate between incomplete and complete MIGs as introduced in Section 2.3.
To demonstrate the CNF difference resulting from changes to its FM, consider the
feature diagram from Figure 2.1 and add the cross-tree constraint By post ⇒ Duckburg ∨ Mouseton (cf. Figure 3.2). Introducing the constraint adds the clause {¬By
post, Duckburg, Mouseton} to the CNF. Thus, when calculating the CNF difference,
we detect exactly this clause as a newly added clause.
The method calculateCnfDiff (cf. Algorithm 1) shows how we calculate the difference between the CNF representing the old FM and the CNF representing the
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calculate CNF
difference

removed
clauses

handle previously
redundant
clauses

remove clauses
from the MIG

handle newly
redundant
clauses

add clauses to the
MIG

calculate implicit
strong edges

update transitive
edges

update core/dead
features

added
clauses

Figure 3.1: Order of events when updating the MIG
Legend:

Election

Mandatory
Way of voting

City

Identification

Optional
Or Group
Alternative Group

Duckburg

Mouseton

Springfield

In person

By post

Online

At a polling station

Abstract Feature

Concrete Feature

"By post" ⇒ "Duckburg " ∨ "Mouseton "

Figure 3.2: Example of a feature diagram after an evolution step
changed FM. We differentiate between removed and added clauses. For instance,
adding a new constraint in the FM may result in an additional literal in an already
existing clause. We define the difference of two CNFs as the sets of removed and
added clauses. To retrieve the removed clauses, we remove all clauses of the new
CNF from the old CNF in lines 2 and 3. For the added clauses, we remove all clauses
from the new CNF that are in the old CNF in lines 4 and 5.
The next step, as shown in Figure 3.1, is calculating dead and core features, as
they might have changed because of the changes in the FM. To not detect these
changes would lead to a wrong MIG. Additionally, knowing which features are dead
and core simplifies detecting redundant clauses. Changes to the CNF may have an
impact on the redundancy of clauses. Removing a clause may affect other clauses
to lose their redundancy. Adding a clause may make other clauses redundant that
were not redundant before. We discuss the details of handling redundant clauses
when incrementally constructing a MIG in Section 3.1.1. Afterwards, we remove
and add the clauses that we detected by calculating the CNF difference. Finally,
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Algorithm 1 Algorithm to calculate the difference between two CNFs
1: function calculateCnfDiff(cnfBeforeChanges, cnfAfterChanges)
2:
removed ← cnfBeforeChanges.getAllClauses()
3:
removed ← removed.removeAll(cnfAfterChanges.getClauses())
4:
added ← cnfAfterChanges.getAllClauses()
5:
added ← added.removeAll(cnfBeforeChanges.getClauses())
return (removed, added)
we update transitive edges in the MIG. For the incomplete MIG, we only update
strong transitive edges. To this end, we find literals without a strong edge that are
connected over at least two strong edges. For the complete MIG, we update weak
transitive edges (i.e. literals that are not connected that have a relation over at
least two other edges including at least one weak edge) and calculate implicit strong
edges (i.e., weak edges that can be updated to strong edges due to the impact of
other clauses).

3.1

Incomplete Modal Implication Graphs

Our first goal is to build the incomplete MIG. Consequently, we use the incomplete
MIG representing the old FM as the base for our incremental construction. As we
consider the difference of the CNFs as deleting and adding clauses, we only need to
inspect the impact of these two types of changes. First, we calculate the impact of
these clauses on the core and dead status of features. Second, we check the impact
on the redundancy of other clauses. Third, we remove and add the clauses to the
MIG and add transitive strong edges. We coordinate all of the aforementioned steps
in adaptMIG (cf. Algorithm 2). As we can see in line 2, we call calculateCnfDiff
(cf. Algorithm 1) to calculate the CNF difference as described above. Then, we
call updateDeadAndCoreFeatures in line 4 where we call a SAT solver to check
whether a feature is dead or core, as explained in Section 2.2. Afterwards, we start
to calculate the impact on redundant clauses.

3.1.1

Computing Redundant Clauses

Clauses that were redundant in the former CNF were not considered for the generation of the MIG. Thus, we do not need to compute the effect of removing the
respective clauses from the MIG after evolution. For that reason, we remove them
from the set of removed clauses in line 5 of adaptMig (cf. Algorithm 2).
However, clauses that are not redundant potentially have an impact on the redundancy of other clauses. The removal of a clause may cause other clauses to lose their
redundancy status. Thus, we need to inspect for all clauses that were redundant if
they are still redundant after removing clauses. To reduce the number of required
SAT calls, we call handlePreviouslyRedundant (cf. Algorithm 3) in line 8 only if
any clauses were removed. HandlePreviouslyRedundant determines whether a redundant clauses was a logical consequence of a set of clauses C that includes at least
one of the removed clauses but not a logical consequence of a set of clauses without
one of the removed clauses. For a clause to be a logical consequence, every satisfying
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Algorithm 2 Algorithm to adapt the MIG to the changes
1: function adaptMig(cnfBeforeChanges, cnfAfterChanges, migBeforeChanges)
2:
(removed, added) ← calculateCnfDiff(cnfBeforeChanges,
cnfAfterChanges)
3:
migAfterChanges ← migBeforeChanges
4:
migAfterChanges ← updateDeadAndCoreFeatures(cnfAfterChanges)
5:
redundantClauses ← migBeforeChanges.getRedundantClauses()
6:
removed ← removed.removeAll(redundantClauses)
7:
if !removed.isEmpty() then
8:
migAfterChanges.handlePreviouslyRedundant(redundantClauses)
9:
for each clause ∈ removed do
10:
migAfterChanges.removeClause(clause)
11:
notRedundantClauses ← cnfAfterChanges.removeAll(redundantClauses)
12:
affectedClauses ← getAllAffectedClauses(added, notRedundantClauses)
13:
migAfterChanges.handleNewlyRedundant(affectedClauses)
14:
for each clause ∈ added do
15:
if clause.size() < 3 ∨ !isRedundant(clause) then
16:
migAfterChanges ← migAfterChanges.addClause(clause)
17:
else
18:
redundantClauses.add(clause)
19:
migAfterChanges ← dfsStrong(migAfterChanges)
return migAfterChanges

assignment of C has to be a satisfying assignment of the clause. To determine if that
is the case, we call a SAT solver in line 3 of handlePreviouslyRedundant for every
clause. If a clause is not redundant anymore, we call addClause (cf. Algorithm 7)
in line 4 to add the clause to the MIG. Additionally, we remove it from the set of
redundant clauses in line 5.
Algorithm 3 Algorithm to handle previously redundant clauses
1: function handlePreviouslyRedundant(clauses)
2:
for each clause ∈ clauses do
3:
if !isRedundant(clause) then
4:
mig.addClause(clause)
5:
redundantClauses.remove(clause)

Analogously to removing clauses, adding clauses may result in other clauses to become redundant. A clause might be a logical consequence of a set of clauses that
includes one of the added clauses. In lines 11 to 13 of adaptMig (cf. Algorithm 2),
we deal with the effect of added clauses to the redundancy of others. We call getAllAffectedClauses (cf. Algorithm 5) in line 12 to figure out which clauses might be
affected in their redundancy status by the added clauses. To only consider clauses
that contain a literal that is also contained in the added clause does not cover every
possible impact. Consider the following clauses: {A, B, D} and {¬X, A, B }. Now
we add the unit clause {X }. Since X is core in consequence of the unit clause, the
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clause {¬X, A, B } can now be expressed as {A, B }. Thus, either A or B has to be
selected and {A, B, D} is redundant.
We differentiate three cases for the incremental computation of redundant clauses
in this thesis:
1. ignore the redundant clauses,
2. search for clauses that have overlapping literals with the removed clauses,
3. or recursively find all clauses that share at least one literal as a clause that
contains a literal from the removed clause and so on.
We do so, because the third case, which is the most precise one with regards to the
already existing algorithm of the MIG calculated from scratch, costs a lot of computation effort. Using this differentiation we aim to investigate the trade-off between
accuracy and computational effort. The second case is an approximation where
we inspect the impact of the incremental adaption. We introduce two algorithms:
getThroughLiteralsAffectedClauses (cf. Algorithm 4) for the second case and
getAllAffectedClauses (cf. Algorithm 5) as the algorithm for the third case. The
difference between these two algorithms is the recursive search from lines 7 to 8 in
getAllAffectedClauses. We investigate the impact further in Chapter 5.
Algorithm 4 Algorithm to get all clauses that are affected by a same literal by the
given set of clauses in the given set of clauses
1: function getThroughLiteralsAffectedClauses(startClauses,
possiblyAffectedClauses)
2:
for each startClause ∈ startClauses do
3:
for each clause ∈ possiblyAffectedClauses do
4:
if startClause.containsAny(clause.getVariables()) then
5:
affectedClauses.add(clause)
6:
possiblyAffectedClauses.remove(clause)
return affectedClauses

Algorithm 5 Algorithm to get all clauses that are affected by the given set of clauses
in the given set of clauses
1: function getAllAffectedClauses(startClauses, possiblyAffectedClauses)
2:
for each startClause ∈ startClauses do
3:
for each clause ∈ possiblyAffectedClauses do
4:
if startClause.containsAny(clause.getVariables()) then
5:
affectedClauses.add(clause)
6:
possiblyAffectedClauses.remove(clause)
7:
if !affectedClauses.isEmpty() then
8:
affectedClauses.add(getAllAffectedClauses(affectedClauses,
possiblyAffectedClauses))
return affectedClauses
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Both algorithm return clauses that may be affected by one of the added clauses but
we do not know if they end up being redundant. To determine that, handleNewlyRedundant (cf. Algorithm 6) calculates with a SAT solver for all the possibly
affected clauses whether they are redundant after the evolution. In that case, the
algorithm removes them from the MIG in line 4 and adds them to the set of redundant clauses in line 5. Once the impact of the added and removed clauses is
processed, we still have to add and remove them from the MIG.
Algorithm 6 Algorithm to handle newly redundant clauses
1: function handleNewlyRedundant(clauses)
2:
for each clause ∈ clauses do
3:
if clause.size() > 2 ∧ isRedundant(clause) then
4:
mig.removeClause(clause)
5:
redundantClauses.add(clause)

3.1.2

Handling Added Clauses

In line 18 of adaptMig (cf. Algorithm 2) we add the clauses that are new in the CNF
either to the MIG or, if they are redundant, to the set of redundant clauses. When
adding a clause to the MIG, we call addClause (cf. Algorithm 7). To compute
the incremental changes of a MIG for an added clause in the CNF, we distinguish
between three cases for a different number of literals in the clause, as the algorithm
shows. The three cases are:
1. clauses with one literal(i.e., a unit clause),
2. clauses with two literals,
3. and clauses with three or more literals.
We differentiate between these cases because the changes in the MIG depend on the
size of the clause. In the following, we discuss the details of the difference.
When we have a clause with one literal, the vertex of the literal needs to be set to
dead if the literal is negative and set to core if the literal is positive. A unit clause
with a negative literal indicates that the belonging feature cannot be selected in any
valid configuration and, thus, is a dead feature. A unit clause with a positive literal
indicates that the belonging feature has to be selected in every valid configuration.
Accordingly, the feature is core and we express that by setting the vertex of the
literal to core. Since we calculate all dead and core feature in adaptMig, we do
not need to inspect the impact of a unit clause at this point. Apart from that, a
clause with one literal has no impact on the MIG, because the MIG displays the
dependencies between the literals. Hence, no edges are added to the MIG for a unit
clause.
The second case deals with clauses with exactly two literals. Clauses with two literals
imply that at least one of the literals needs to be selected for a valid configuration.
Hence, it leads to a direct implication between these literals. When one of them is
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deselected for a configuration, the other literal needs to be selected. For example,
changing the or group for the children of Identification to an alternative group in Figure 2.1 would result in the new clause {¬Online, ¬At a polling station}. The clause
can be transformed into the logical expression (¬Online ∨ ¬At a polling station) ≡
(Online ⇒ ¬At a polling station) ≡ (At a polling station ⇒ ¬Online). In this example, we would add a strong edge from Online to ¬ At a polling station and from
At a polling station to ¬ Online. Thus, two strong edges are added to the MIG. The
process is displayed in lines 4 to 10 of addClause.
The third case addresses clauses with three or more literals. We deal with that
case in lines 12 to 16 of addClause. Those clauses express, that at least one of the
contained literals has to be selected for a valid configuration. Consider our example
from Figure 3.2 which leads to the addition of the clause {¬By post, Duckburg,
Mouseton}. The clause results in the logical expression (¬By post ∨ Duckburg ∨
Mouseton) ≡ (By post ⇒ Duckburg ∨ Mouseton) ≡ (¬Duckburg ⇒ ¬By post ∨
Mouseton) ≡ (¬Mouseton ⇒ ¬By post ∨ Duckburg). More precisely, deselecting
one of the literals implies that at least one of the remaining literals needs to be
selected. When adding such a clause, we add weak edges to the MIG. For example,
for (By post ⇒ Duckburg ∨ Mouseton) we add weak edges from By post to Duckburg
and from By post to Mouseton. The number of weak edges depends on the number
of literals in the clause. Let |L| be the number of literals contained in the clause.
Then, we have |L|·(|L|−1) new weak edges in the MIG, what would be six new weak
edges for the example. Analogously to the addition of a clause works the removal of
a clause.
Algorithm 7 Algorithm for adding a clause to a MIG
1: function addClause(clause, mig)
2:
literals ← clause.getAllLiterals()
3:
if clause.size() == 1 then return
4:
else if clause.size() == 2 then
5:
firstLiteral ← literals.getFirstLiteral()
6:
secondLiteral ← literals.getSecondLiteral()
7:
literalVertex1 ← mig.getVertex(firstLiteral)
8:
literalVertex2 ← mig.getVertex(secondLiteral)
9:
mig ← mig.addStrongEdge(-literalVertex1, literalVertex2)
10:
mig ← mig.addStrongEdge(-literalVertex2, literalVertex1)
11:
else
12:
for each premise ∈ literals do
13:
for each literal ∈ literals \ {premise} do
14:
premiseVertex ← mig.getVertex(premise)
15:
literalVertex ← mig.getVertex(literal)
16:
mig ← mig.addWeakEdge(-premiseVertex, literalVertex)
return mig

3.1.3

Removal of Clauses in the CNF

All clauses that are contained in the set of removed clauses in adaptMig (cf. Algorithm 2) get removed from the MIG in lines 9 and 10 of the algorithm. To this
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end, we call removeClause (cf. Algorithm 8). Similar to the addition of a clause
explained in Section 3.1.2, we also differentiate between the cases of one, two, and
more than two literals in the clause.
Since clauses with one literal have no effect on the MIG and were not displayed in
the MIG in the first place, we do not need to remove them.
After removing a clause with two literals, the direct implication between them does
not exist anymore. Thus, the two corresponding strong edges are removed from the
MIG in lines 4 to 10. For example, removing the clause {¬In person, ¬By post}
leads to the removal of the strong edges from In person to ¬By post and from By
post to ¬In person.
When removing a clause with three or more literals, the corresponding weak edges
are removed from the MIG in lines 11 to 16. For instance, removing the constraint
By post ⇒ Duckburg ∨ Mouseton results in removing the clause {¬By post, Duckburg,
Mouseton}. To this end, weak edges are removed from By post to Duckburg and to
Mouseton, from ¬Duckburg to ¬By post and to Mouseton, and from ¬Mouseton to
¬By post and to Duckburg.
Algorithm 8 Algorithm for removing a CNF Clause from a MIG
1: function removeClause(clause, mig)
2:
literals ← clause.getAllLiterals()
3:
if clause.size() == 1 then return
4:
else if clause.size() == 2 then
5:
firstLiteral ← literals.getFirstLiteral()
6:
secondLiteral ← literals.getSecondLiteral()
7:
literalVertex1 ← mig.getVertex(firstLiteral)
8:
literalVertex2 ← mig.getVertex(secondLiteral)
9:
mig ← mig.removeStrongEdge(-literalVertex1, literalVertex2)
10:
mig ← mig.removeStrongEdge(-literalVertex2, literalVertex1)
11:
else
12:
for each premise ∈ literals do
13:
for each literal ∈ literals \ {premise} do
14:
premiseVertex ← mig.getVertex(premise)
15:
literalVertex ← mig.getVertex(literal)
16:
mig ← mig.removeWeakEdge(-premiseVertex, literalVertex)
return mig
Now, we reached the end of Algorithm 2 and the only step left is dfsStrong. Here,
we find all transitive strong edges in the MIG with a depth first search that we
adapted from the MIG calculated from scratch. Then, we went through all steps
necessary for the incremental construction of an incomplete MIG.

3.2

Complete Modal Implication Graphs

Extending an incomplete MIG to a complete MIG means that the graph includes
all possible strong edges. Building a complete graph includes two additional steps.
First, we have to find transitive weak edges. Second, we add implicit strong edges.
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An implicit strong edge is a weak edge that can be transformed into a strong edge
due to other constraints. Since all weak edges could end up being implicit strong
edges, we have to consider the transitive weak edges as well. Therefore, we store the
transitive weak edges but do not add them to the MIG.
For a better understanding, we consider the evolution step in the feature diagram
from Figure 3.2 where we added the constraint By post ⇒ Duckburg ∨ Mouseton.
For better readability, Figure 3.3 shows the MIG only with the additional edges
that we need for this explanation. Every other new edge is ignored in this graphical representation. Due to the new constraint, we have to add a weak edge from
¬Duckburg to ¬By post. As we can see by the blue arrows, we have a connection
from Springfield to In person over ¬Duckburg and ¬By post that includes one weak
edge. Thus, there is a transitive weak edge from Springfield to In person which we
have to store.
Mouseton
¬By post

By post
¬Duckburg

¬Springfield
City
Duckburg

Springfield
In person

¬In person
¬Mouseton

¬City
Online

¬At a polling
station

¬Online

At a polling
station

Figure 3.3: Example of a modal implication graph with transitive and implicit edges
The transitive weak edge from Springfield to In person is an implicit strong edge
(visualized by the orange edge in Figure 3.3). This is due to the following constraints:
1. Exactly one of By post or In person has to be selected (because of the alternative
group which leads to the clauses {In person, By post} and {¬In person, ¬By
post}).
2. Only one of Springfield, Duckburg, or Mouseton can be selected (because of
the alternative group which leads to the clauses {¬Duckburg, ¬Mouseton},
{¬Springfield, ¬Mouseton}, and {¬Duckburg, ¬Springfield}).
3. When selecting By post, either Duckburg or Mouseton has to be selected (because of the cross-tree constraint which leads to the clause {¬By post, Duckburg, Mouseton}).
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When selecting Springfield and By post, we have to select Duckburg or Mouseton
as consequence of 3. Because of 2, that is not allowed since we already selected
Springfield and, thus, By post can not be selected when selecting Springfield. Due to
1, that leads to the selection of In person.
Now we consider the aforementioned transitive weak edge in a virtual clause {In
person, ¬Springfield}. We explain, how to figure out whether it is an implicit strong
edge on an algorithmical basis. We add both literals contained in the virtual clause
negated as a unit clause to the CNF (i.e., we add {¬In person} and {Springfield }).
Afterwards, we use a a SAT solver to check whether the CNF is satisfiable with the
two unit clauses (i.e., we check whether we can select Springfield when deselecting
In person). If the SAT solver returns false, it means that at least one of the literals
of the virtual clause has to be selected for a valid assignment. Thus, we can add a
strong edge for the clause.
For example, the new weak edge between ¬Duckburg to ¬By post also leads to
a transitive weak edge between Mouseton and In person. Anyway, this is not an
implicit strong edge and also left out in Figure 3.3.
Given a set of clauses that express weak edges that we inspect for implicit strong
edges, we call a SAT solver for each pair of literals contained in a clause. To this
end, we introduce findImplicitStrongEdges (cf. Algorithm 9) which gets the set
of clauses as input.
Algorithm 9 Algorithm to check for implicit strong edges in weak edges
1: function findImplicitStrongEdges(clauses)
2:
temporaryCNF ← cnfAfterChanges
3:
for each clause ∈ clauses do
4:
for each literal ∈ clause do
5:
temporaryCNF.addClause(-literal)
6:
for each otherLiteral ∈ clause \ {literal} do
7:
temporaryCNF.addClause(-otherLiteral)
8:
if !hasSolution(cnfAfterChanges) then
9:
migAfterChanges.addClause(literal, otherLiteral)
10:
migAfterChanges.addImplicitStrongEdge(literal,
otherLiteral)
11:
temporaryCNF.removeClause(-otherLiteral)
12:
temporaryCNF.removeClause(-literal)
13:
clause.remove(literal)
For each pair of literals contained in a clause, we add both literals negated to the
CNF in lines 5 and 7. Then, we call a SAT solver to check if the CNF is still
satisfiable in line 8. If the SAT call returns false, we add the clause to the MIG in
line 9. Afterwards, we remove the unit clauses from the CNF in lines 11 and 12.
Finding implicit strong edges is the most time consuming step when constructing a
MIG from scratch [KTS+ 18]. When constructing the complete MIG incrementally,
we calculate the new transitive weak edges from scratch. Afterwards, we have to
check if the weak edges that were implicit strong edges in the former MIG are still
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implicit weak edges. Having a wrong implicit strong edge in the MIG would force
the user to (de-)select features in the configuration process that do not need to be
(de-)selected. Therefore, missing to delete a former implicit strong edge that is not
an implicit strong edge anymore leads to an incorrect MIG. To this end, we call
a SAT solver for each implicit strong edge from the former MIG with both of the
literals contained in the clause as a negated unit clause. If the SAT solver returns
true (i.e., the CNF is satisfiable with both literals deselected), we remove the implicit
strong edge with removeClause (cf. Algorithm 8).
To find new implicit strong edges, we distinguish between two ways where we evaluate the trade-off between accuracy and computational effort in Chapter 5:
1. investigate all new weak edges (including the new transitive weak edges),
2. additionally investigate the weak edges of the clauses affected by the added
and removed clauses,
For the first case, we call findImplicitStrongEdges (cf. Algorithm 9) with the set
of clauses CN of all new weak edges. For the second case, we call getThroughLiteralsAffectedClauses (cf. Algorithm 4) to get a set of clauses CA . CA contains
all clauses, including new transitive weak edges, that are affected through a shared
literal by the added clauses CN . In this case, because the number of new transitive
weak edges is very high we leave them out of CN and only investigate those that
have a shared literal with the added clauses. We remove all clauses with two literals
from CA since they already represent strong edges. Then, we add the remaining
clauses in CA to CN . Afterwards, we call findImplicitStrongEdges with CN as
parameter.
Now, we described all steps necessary to extend the incomplete MIG to a complete
MIG. With the introduced concepts and algorithms, it is now possible to incrementally calculate MIGs after FM evolution.
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4. Implementation
In this chapter, we explain the implementation of the concepts introduced in Chapter 3. To this end, we give an overview of the open-source framework FeatureIDE.
Therein, we integrated the incremental construction of a MIG since, to the best of
our knowledge, FeatureIDE is the only feature modeling toolsuite that provides a
MIG calculation. Afterwards, we point out the adaptions we made in the MIG that
is calculated from scratch. These adaptions are necessary for the incremental construction. Finally, we explain how the incremental constructed MIG is implemented.

4.1

FeatureIDE

FeatureIDE is a tool for feature-driven development based on the open-source IDE
Eclipse [KTS+ 09, MTS+ 17, TKB+ 14]. FeatureIDE, provides a graphical interface
to edit feature models as depicted by Figure 2.1 and Figure 3.2, and various analyses (e.g., detecting dead features). The tool also supports the process of defining
configurations. Hereby, mandatory (de-)selections with regards to the current combination of features are performed automatically. As illegal selections are disabled,
it is not possible to construct an invalid configuration. Figure 4.1 shows an example of a valid configuration based on the feature model of our running example (cf.
Figure 2.1). As we can see, By post is grayed out since In person was selected by
the user and only one of them can be selected at the same time. To compute the
mandatory selections, FeatureIDE uses a combination of a MIG and a SAT solver.

Figure 4.1: Example of a configuration
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Integration of Incremental MIG

Figure 4.2 shows the class diagram of the MIG implemented in FeatureIDE. It
contains a list adjacencyList that stores the vertices and a list complexClauses that
stores all clauses of weak edges (i.e., clauses with three or more literals). A vertex
stores the complexClauses and the strongEdges for each variable and whether it is
core or dead. As introduced in Chapter 3, the incremental construction adapts the
edges and clauses of the MIG, the redundant clauses, the transitive weak edges,
the transitive strong edges and the implicit strong edges. This means, that the
implementation of the former MIG is not sufficient for the incremental construction
since it does not contain the required information about the constructed MIG (i.e.,
the redundant clauses, the transitive edges, and the implicit strong edges that the
incrementally calculated MIG needs to adapt).

Figure 4.2: Class diagram of the MIG implemented in FeatureIDE

4.2.1

Necessary Adaptions

In this subsection, we point out the adaptions we made in the class ModalImplicationGraph that are necessary to be able to incrementally construct a MIG.
Figure 4.3 shows the class diagram of the MIG after our adaptions for the incremental calculations. We save transitiveStrongEdges, transitiveWeakEdges, implicitStrongEdges and redundantClauses of the MIG. Additionally, we added multiple
methods to the class.

Figure 4.3: Class diagram of the new MIG
First, we call addClause (cf. Algorithm 7) when adding a clause to the MIG. This
method checks whether the literals in the clause already have a vertex. If they
are new to the MIG, a vertex is added with addVertexForLiteral. Afterwards,
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depending on the size of the clause addClause returns or calls either addStrongEdge
or addWeakEdge.
add clause

add strong
edge

clause
size = 2
vertex
exists

check
vertex

no
vertex
exists

inspect
clause size
clause
size > 2

add weak
edge

add vertex
for literal

Figure 4.4: Steps for adding a clause
Second, we call removeClause (cf. Algorithm 8) when removing a clause from the
MIG. Again, we distinguish between the size of the clause and return or call either
removeStrongEdge or removeWeakEdge. When removing a weak edge, we have to
consider that the associated complex clause is not only saved in the vertices but
also in the MIG itself. Hence, removeClause also calls removeComplexClause when
removing a weak edge to (1) remove the complex clause from the MIG and (2) make
sure that the indices of the complex clauses are still saved correctly for the contained
vertices after the removal of one of the complex clauses.
remove clause
clause
size = 2

remove
strong edge

check
Vertex

remove complex
clause
clause
size > 2

remove
weak edge

Figure 4.5: Steps for removing a clause

4.2.2

Incremental MIG

In this subsection, we present the class IncrementalMIGBuilder that contains
the implementation for incrementally constructing incomplete and complete MIGs.
Figure 4.6 shows the class diagram for this specific class.
The first method of this class is buildPreconditions. Here, we determine the oldCnf of the oldMig where we use the CNF that resulted from sorting out unnecessary
clauses. We also determine the newCnf of the FM after the evolution step. We also
copy the values of the old MIG into the variable newMig, which we adapt in the
following steps.
The second method we call is execute which coordinates all steps and calls all of
the methods in the following order.
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Figure 4.6: Class diagram of the IncrementalMIGBuilder
1. RemoveTransitiveStrongEdges. This method removes all deprecated strong
edges from the new MIG. The methods operates on the old transitive strong
edges from transitiveStrongEdges stored in ModalImplicationGraph. DfsStrong (i.e., the depth first search for finding transitive strong edges) finds
all possible transitive strong edges and, thus, it is not necessary to distinguish
between deprecated and valid strong edges in this step. We have to remove
the strong edges, because wrong strong edges in the MIG lead to an incorrect
MIG.
2. CalculateDeadAndCoreFeatures. This method is adopted from MIGBuilder, the class that coordinates the steps for calculating a MIG from scratch.
It calculates the core and dead features in newCnf and changes the respective
vertices.
3. CleanClauses. This method is adopted from MIGBuilder as well and sorts
out unnecessary clauses in newCnf (e.g., clauses that contain a core feature).
This reduces the MIG to a size where it only contains the necessary clauses.
Additionally, it simplifies the following steps (e.g., calculateCNFDifference
is faster when using smaller CNFs).
4. CalculateCNFDifference. This method calculates the difference between
oldCnf and newCnf (cf. Algorithm 1). It stores the determined clauses in
removedClauses and addedClauses which we use later on.
5. RemoveClauses. This method removes the edges of the clauses that are contained in removedClauses (cf. Algorithm 8). We also have to consider clauses
that were redundant in the former MIG and are in the set of removed clauses.
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To this end, we remove all clauses that are contained in redundantClauses of
the oldMig from removedClauses. Also, we remove all clauses that are contained in removedClauses from the redundantClauses of newMig.
6. HandlePreviouslyRedundant. This method checks for each redundantClause
of oldMig if it still is a redundant clause (cf. Algorithm 3). If it is not, the
method calls addClause for adding the specific clause to the newMig and
removes the clause from the set of redundantClauses. This step is necessary to
prevent clauses to be declared redundant even when their redundancy changed
due to the FM evolution.
7. GetThroughLiteralsAffectedClauses. This method gets two sets of clauses
as parameters, i.e., startClauses and possiblyAffectedClauses (cf. Algorithm 4).
It returns a list of all clauses in possiblyAffectedClauses that contain a literal
that is also contained in a clause in startClauses. With this method we find
the clauses that are most likely to be affected by the FM evolution regarding
(1) their redundancy and (2) to contain implicit strong edges due to added
clauses.
8. GetAllAffectedClauses. This method gets the same parameters as getThroughLiteralsAffected (cf. Algorithm 5). But instead of returning clauses
that share a literal with an added clause, it returns a list of all clauses in possiblyAffectedClauses that have any connection over literals with a clause that
is contained in startClauses. With this method we find all clauses that are
affected by the FM evolution. getAllAffectedClauses has a higher degree
of accuracy than getThroughLiteralsAffectedClauses regarding the similarity to the from scratch calculated MIG.
9. HandleNewlyRedundant. This method gets the clauses that were returned
by either getThroughLiteralsAffectedClauses or getAllAffectedClauses
(depending on the desired degree of accuracy) as input (cf. Algorithm 6).
Then, it checks which of them are now redundant after the FM evolution step.
10. AddClauses. This method adds all clauses from addedClauses that are not
redundant to the MIG by calling addClause for each clause. Otherwise, it
adds them to redundantClauses of newMig.
11. DfsStrong. This method is adapted from MIGBuilder to fit into our implementation (i.e., we use the adjancencyList of the MIG instead of an adjacency
matrix that the MIGBuilder uses). With a depth first search, this method
searches the MIG to find literals that have a connection over at least two strong
edges. It adds a strong edge between respective literals.

By executing the previously introduced methods, we incrementally calculate an incomplete MIG. As we can see, the class diagram in Figure 4.6 contains three additional methods. These methods are ignored when building an incomplete graph and
are only executed when calculating a complete graph.
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Extensions for complete MIG
To make an incomplete MIG complete, we need to calculate implicit strong edges
which is done using the following methods:
1. DfsWeak. This method is adapted from MIGBuilder, but we again use the
adjacencyList instead of a matrix. This method uses a depth first search to
find literals that have a connection over at least two edges containing at least
one weak edge. We store these edges for the detection of implicit strong edges.
2. CheckPreviouslyImplicitStrongEdges. This method checks for all implicitStrongEdges of the oldMig whether they are still implicit strong edges after
the FM evolution.
3. DetectStrongEdges. This method finds new implicit strong edges. As input
it gets a set of possibly implicit strong edges. Depending on the degree of
accuracy, the set contains either the added clauses plus the new transitive weak
edges, or the added clauses plus the clauses affected by the added clauses and
the new transitive weak edges.
In this section, we explained our implementation to incrementally construct MIGs as
an extension of the already existing, from scratch calculated MIG in FeatureIDE. To
this end, we provide implementations for the concepts and algorithms Chapter 3 that
result in a logically correct MIG. The empirical evaluation presented in Chapter 5
is based on this implementation.
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In this chapter, we examine the benefits of the incremental construction introduced
in Chapter 3 based on the implementation described in Chapter 4. To this end,
we introduce three research questions and answer the questions with an empirical
evaluation of our method. For our evaluation, we use feature models of different
sizes and different numbers of evolution steps to investigate how much the efficiency
of the incremental construction depends on (1) the size of the feature model and
(2) the number of changes in the FM and, thus, in the CNF. For each research
question, we compare the incremental constructed MIG with the MIG constructed
from scratch. After presenting the results of the evaluation in Section 5.2, we discuss
them in Section 5.3.

5.1

Experiment Design

In the following, we describe the software and hardware we use in our evaluation:
• Operating system: Windows 10
• Eclipse version: Eclipse Modeling Tools version 2020-03 (4.15.0)
• FeatureIDE version: FeatureIDE version 3.7
• RAM: 16GB
• Architecture: 64-bit
• CPU: AMD Ryzen 7 3700U, 2300MHz, 4 cores
In the following, we present the FMs and their respective versions that we use for
our evaluation:
1. Automotive02. These are by far the largest FMs and the most added/removed
clauses in the CNF that we evaluate in this work. We have three different FM
evolution steps that we evaluate:
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FM evolution

V1 to V2
V2 to V3
V3 to V4

Number of
clauses

237,698 to
342,923
342,923 to
347,541
347,541 to
350,180

Number of
added clauses

Number of
removed clauses

241,635

136,410

5,366

748

2,913

274

Table 5.1: All FM evolution steps for the Automotive02 FM versions.
2. FinancialServices01. The evaluation consists of nine FM versions that are
collected from monthly commits, whereas the first and the second FM version
have four months in between.
Number of
clauses

FM evolution

2017-05-22 to 2017-09-28
2017-09-28 to 2017-10-20
2017-10-20 to 2017-11-20
2017-11-20 to 2017-12-22
2017-12-22 to 2018-01-23
2018-01-23 to 2018-02-20
2018-02-20 to 2018-03-26
2018-03-26 to 2018-04-23
2018-04-23 to 2018-05-09

4,992 to
6,544
6,544 to
6,778
6,778 to
6,866
6,866 to
6,860
6,860 to
6,682
6,682 to
6,792
6,792 to
7,112
7,112 to
7,134
7,134 to
7,238

Number of
added clauses

Number of
removed clauses

2,271

719

255

21

173

85

107

113

2,599

2,777

320

210

667

347

181

159

300

196

Table 5.2: All FM evolution steps for the FinancialServices01 FM versions.
3. BusyBox. Here we have 3,712 FM versions that were collected by daily commits from 20.05.2007 until 09.05.2010 with around 1,000 clauses in the CNF.
To cover all algorithms we introduced in Chapter 3, we distinguish between nine
different calculations that we evaluate:
1. Incomplete MIG without the calculation of redundant clauses
2. Incomplete MIG with the calculation of redundant clauses, where we only
inspect through literals affected clauses in the incremental construction
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3. Incomplete MIG with the calculation of redundant clauses, where we inspect
all affected clauses
4. Complete MIG without the calculation of redundant clauses and with only the
new weak and the new transitive weak edges as possibly implicit strong edges
5. Complete MIG without the calculation of redundant clauses and with additionally affected clauses as possibly implicit strong edges
6. Complete MIG with the calculation of redundant clauses as in 2. and with only
the new weak and the new transitive weak edges as possibly implicit strong
edges
7. Complete MIG with the calculation of redundant clauses as in 2. and with
additionally affected clauses as possibly implicit strong edges
8. Complete MIG with the calculation of redundant clauses as in 3. and with only
the new weak and the new transitive weak edges as possibly implicit strong
edges
9. Complete MIG with the calculation of redundant clauses as in 3. and with
additionally affected clauses as possibly implicit strong edges
In the following, we introduce the research questions of this thesis:
RQ1: How much computation time can we save with the incremental construction
of a MIG?
In the first research question, we investigate the computation time of the incremental
construction. In this research question, we inspect the advantages of the incremental
calculation compared with the calculation from scratch regarding the computation
time. To this end, we compare (1) the times that both calculations need to construct
a MIG and (2) the times that both calculation need for each step when constructing
a MIG.
RQ2: How many SAT queries can we reduce with the incremental construction?
In the second research question, we check how many SAT queries are saved with our
method. Since the goal of this thesis was to reduce the number of SAT calls that
the calculation from scratch needs when constructing a MIG, we investigate whether
we achieve that goal with the incremental construction. To this end, we count how
often we call a SAT solver when (1) incrementally constructing the MIG and (2)
constructing the MIG from scratch. Afterwards, we compare the two results with
each other.
RQ3: How does the size of the incrementally constructed MIG compare to the MIG
constructed from scratch?
In the third and last research question, we inspect the difference between the resulting MIGs. This is necessary to find out the degree of accuracy of the incremental
construction. To this end, we investigate the number of redundant clauses and the
number of implicit strong edges since these are the only differences that may appear.
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Results

In the following, we show the results of our empirical evaluation for each research
question. First, we present the results of our evaluation regarding the incomplete
graph. Second, we show the results regarding the complete graph. To this end,
we evaluate and compare the necessary calculation time needed for the incremental
construction and the calculation from scratch for all BusyBox models, FinancialServices01 models, and Automotive02 models. Additionally, we compare the times that
each step (e.g., find redundant clauses, find transitive edges) in the calculation process needs for some examples. The x-axis of all following diagrams lists the FM
evolution step for which we construct the MIG and the y-axis shows, depending
on the research question, the calculation time required for that construction, the
number of SAT calls, the number of redundant clauses, or the number of implicit
strong edges. The data for the incremental construction is illustrated with green
circles and for the calculation from scratch, it is illustrated with blue triangles.

RQ1
To retrieve the computation time we save, we measure the time between the start
and the end of the calculation for the incremental MIG as well as its calculation
from scratch. Then, we compare these two times with each other. We also measure
the time of the single steps (e.g., calculating the redundant clauses, adding and
removing the edges, calculating core and dead features,..) for both methods and
compare them. Before each calculation, we warm up the java virtual machine (JVM)
by running the MIG calculations on ten FM evolution steps.
Incomplete Graph
In the following, we present the results for incomplete MIGs without redundant
clauses. Figure 5.1 shows the required times of the calculation from scratch and the
model

incremental

from scratch

Incremental

From Scratch

2007-05-20_21-51-38 10609900

16197300

1

0.0106099

0.0161973

2007-05-20_21-52-49 12152399

17636400

2

0.012152399

0.0176364
0.0158501

2007-05-20_22-22-18

8936900

15850100

3

0.0089369

2007-05-21_10-18-23 10899300

18859500

4

0.0108993

0.0188595

2007-05-21_10-19-48 10281300

18943901

5

0.0102813

0.018943901

2007-05-21_23-30-54 11177899

13778200

6

0.011177899

0.0137782

2007-05-22_21-46-11

7673001

14054401

7

0.007673001

0.014054401

2007-05-23_00-26-32

7369501

9074800

8

0.007369501

0.0090748

2007-05-23_00-32-25

8065100

9538299

9

0.0080651

0.009538299

2007-05-23_13-01-10

7411701

12992300

10

0.007411701

0.0129923

2007-05-23_15-16-41

6476600

11187300

11

0.0064766

0.0111873

2007-05-23_15-22-50

9343400

15398100

12

0.0093434

0.0153981

2007-05-24_12-18-16

5755800

10754099

13

0.0057558

0.010754099

2007-05-24_12-19-56

6782700

12286100

14

0.0067827

0.0122861

2007-05-24_12-26-39

7796099

9294601

15

0.007796099

0.009294601

2007-05-24_13-22-01

5602500

13856101

16

0.0056025

0.013856101

2007-05-24_13-22-47

7103000

10004900

17

0.007103

0.0100049

Figure 5.1: Calculation times for all BusyBox evolution steps for an incomplete MIG
without redundant clauses.
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incremental construction for all BusyBox evolution steps. As the diagram shows,
the incremental construction takes less time than the calculation from scratch for
each of the 3,711 FM evolution steps. The results show that, except a few outliers,
the incremental construction takes about half of the time or less than the calculation
from scratch.
Figure 5.2 shows the required times of the calculation from scratch and the incremental construction for all FinancialServices01 evolution steps. For each FM
evolution step, the incremental construction takes between 1.5 and 2 seconds and
the construction from scratch takes around 0.5 seconds.
model

incremental

from scratch

implicit strong edges
implicit strong edges
sat calls incremental

2017-09-28.xml

1616279700

510580500

0

0

2017-10-20.xml

1476336300

547413000

0

0

341
344

2017-11-20.xml

1591510200

497449000

0

0

344

2017-12-22.xml

1711403600

508586300

0

0

342

2018-01-23.xml

1748207000

552913400

0

0

341

2018-02-20.xml

1556598100

503221900

0

0

352

2018-03-26.xml

1766940700

595227200

0

0

356

2018-04-23.xml

1939929700

596258300

0

0

364

2018-05-09.xml

1759602600

613907100

0

0

357

Figure 5.2: Calculation times for all FinancialServices01 evolution steps for an incomplete MIG without redundant clauses.
Figure 5.3 shows the required times of the calculation from scratch and the incremental construction for all Automotive02 evolution steps. Incrementally calculating

Figure 5.3: Calculation times for all Automotive02 evolution steps for an incomplete
MIG without redundant clauses.
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Automotive02 V2 with Automotive02 V1 as base takes just a few seconds less
than calculating it from scratch. Anyway, the incremental construction of Automotive02 V3 and Automotive 02 V4 takes less than half of the calculation time
needed to calculate the MIG from scratch.
To get a better overview where the computation time difference comes from, we take
a closer look at the computation times each step takes in Table 5.3. We chose the
evolution step from Automotive02 V2 to Automotive02 V3 as representative. The
runtime distribution for other evolution steps and models is similar.
Time Difference
Calculated Adapted
Adapted MIG MIG (sec) MIG (sec) Calculated MIG(sec)

Calculation
Step

0

0.09

+0.09

Calculate core and dead feature

9.18

9.08

-0.1

Clean CNF

0.19

0.11

-0.07

Calculate CNF difference

0

0.52

+0.52

Removed clauses

0

0.005

+0.005

Added clauses

0

1.04

+1.04

Create MIG

2.25

0

-2.25

Calculate redundant clauses

0.03

0

-0.03

Find transitive strong edges

32.77

6.0

-26.77

Overall time

44.53

16.93

-27.59

Remove old transitive strong edges

Table 5.3: Calculation times for each step for the incomplete MIG without redundant
clauses in the evolution step from Automotive02 V2 to Automotive02 V3.
The table shows that the additional steps for the incremental construction (remove old transitive strong edges, calculate CNF difference, remove clauses, and add
clauses) take around a half second less time as calculating the MIG from scratch
(1.655 seconds vs. 2.25 seconds). The most time is saved when calculating transitive
strong edges in the MIG. In the end, the incrementally calculated MIG is 27.59 seconds faster, whereas 26.77 seconds derive from the calculation of transitive strong
edges.
In the following, we present the evaluation of the incomplete graph with the calculation of redundant clauses, where we only include clauses that are affected through
literals, as we introduced in Section 3.1.1.
Figure 5.4 shows the calculation times for all BusyBox models. Except a few outliers, the incrementally constructed MIG takes around 0.01 seconds and the required
time for the from scratch calculated MIG grows with the FM versions from around
0.02-0.03 seconds to around 0.04 seconds. Comparing to the calculation without
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redundant clauses, the time needed for the incremental construction is the same but
the time needed for the MIG calculated from scratch increases.
model

incremental

from scratch

Incremental

From scratch

2007-05-20_21-51-38 12229200

32185601

1

0.0122292

0.032185601

2007-05-20_21-52-49

8712800

28566700

2

0.0087128

0.0285667

2007-05-20_22-22-18 12341900

32114600

3

0.0123419

0.0321146

2007-05-21_10-18-23 10490300

30085199

4

0.0104903

0.030085199

2007-05-21_10-19-48 12452900

31042799

5

0.0124529

0.031042799

2007-05-21_23-30-54 10401300

25352001

6

0.0104013

0.025352001

2007-05-22_21-46-11

8745300

23087700

7

0.0087453

0.0230877

2007-05-23_00-26-32

9023499

23320500

8

0.009023499

0.0233205

2007-05-23_00-32-25

6119900

27412500

9

0.0061199

0.0274125

2007-05-23_13-01-10

9772500

28440800

10

0.0097725

0.0284408

2007-05-23_15-16-41

8548800

22409699

11

0.0085488

0.022409699

2007-05-23_15-22-50

8322699

31736201

12

0.008322699

0.031736201

2007-05-24_12-18-16

8921100

22948000

13

0.0089211

0.022948

2007-05-24_12-19-56

8232900

22728500

14

0.0082329

0.0227285

2007-05-24_12-26-39

8080100

23505601

15

0.0080801

0.023505601

2007-05-24_13-22-01

8136101

24346000

16

0.008136101

0.024346

2007-05-24_13-22-47

7827500

34162000

17

0.0078275

0.034162

Figure 5.4: Calculation times for all BusyBox evolution steps for an incomplete MIG
with redundant clauses.
Figure 5.5 shows the FinancialServices01 calculation times. While the incremental
construction without redundant clauses takes more than three times as much as
the calculation from scratch, the calculation with redundant clauses takes for the
incremental construction more than double of the time that the calculation from
scratch takes.
model
2017-09-28.xml

incremental

from scratch

2034354000

686413800

implicit strong edges
implicit strong edges from scratch
0

0

1

2017-10-20.xml

1704302600

772702300

0

0

2

2017-11-20.xml

1649831500

739167900

0

0

3

2017-12-22.xml

1749618800

721718300

0

0

4

2018-01-23.xml

2035392900

757707500

0

0

5

2018-02-20.xml

1702288400

680618600

0

0

6

2018-03-26.xml

2086793500

773274200

0

0

7

2018-04-23.xml

2093749400

808698800

0

0

8

2018-05-09.xml

2268160600

835572800

0

0

9

Figure 5.5: Calculation times for all FinancialServices01 evolution steps for an incomplete MIG with redundant clauses.
With Figure 5.6, we present the calculation times for Automotive02, the largest
FMs in our evaluation. In the first evolution step, from Automotive02 V1 to Automotive02 V2, the incremental construction does not save a lot of time, but in the
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second and third evolution step, the incremental construction takes less than half of
the time the calculation from scratch requires.
model

incremental

from scratch

sat calls incremental
sat calls from scratch

Automotive02_V2 50688659400

60442292200

3216

3229

1

Automotive02_V3 19904716400

50219691500

2884

3481

2

Automotive02_V4 18647348200

50928381400

2768

3523

3

Figure 5.6: Calculation times for all Automotive02 evolution steps for an incomplete
MIG without redundant clauses.
Table 5.4 depicts the required time of each step for Automotive02 V2 to Automotive02 V3. Similar to the results presented in Table 5.3, the most time is saved
during the calculation of the transitive strong edges. Additionally, the incremental
construction improves the calculation of redundant clauses. We have to consider,
that some of the redundant clauses are calculated when adding clauses. Anyway,
when comparing the time necessary for adding clauses to the calculation without
redundant clauses, we can see that ∼ 1.7 seconds are required in addition. With
regards to these seconds, the calculation of redundant clauses is still three seconds
faster when calculating incrementally.
When calculating the MIG including the redundant clauses with all affected clauses
as introduced in Section 3.1.1, too much memory space is required. With 12GB of
RAM available, BusyBox, FinancialServices01 and Automotive02 throw a java.lang.
OutOfMemoryError: Java heap space Exception. Thus, we could not evaluate these
calculations.
Complete Graph
Second, we show the results of the evaluation regarding the complete graph. We take
a look at the calculation of complete MIGs including redundant clauses. We also
present one representative example for the calculation without redundant clauses for
the BusyBox FMs in Figure 5.7.
We can see the computation times for BusyBox for the complete graph in Figure 5.8.
The times are similar to the calculation without redundant clauses. As we can see,
the complete MIG takes much more computation time compared to the incomplete
MIG. While the calculation from scratch takes maximum a half second for the incomplete MIG, for the complete MIG early versions require a half second and, as
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Time Difference
Calculated Adapted
Adapted MIG MIG (sec) MIG (sec) Calculated MIG(sec)

Calculation
Step

0

0.09

+0.09

Calculate core and dead feature

9.43

9.65

+0.22

Clean CNF

0.19

0.11

-0.08

Calculate CNF difference

0

0.49

+0.49

Removed clauses

0

0.007

+0.007

Added clauses

0

2.74

+2.74

Create MIG

1.86

0

-1.86

Calculate redundant clauses

5.11

1.42

-3.69

Find transitive strong edges

32.24

5.8

-26.44

Overall time

49.22

20.37

-28.84

Remove old transitive strong edges

Table 5.4: Calculation times for each step for the incomplete MIG with redundant
clauses in the evolution step from Automotive02 V2 to Automotive02 V3.
Model

Incomplete

From Scratch

Incremental

From Scratch

2007-05-20_21-51-38

8321900

421694400

1

0.0083219

2007-05-20_21-52-49

8181500

437460000

2

0.0081815

0.4216944
0.43746

2007-05-20_22-22-18

8618200

429133400

3

0.0086182

0.4291334

2007-05-21_10-18-23

7625700

431056100

4

0.0076257

0.4310561

2007-05-21_10-19-48

7965400

407851500

5

0.0079654

0.4078515

2007-05-21_23-30-54

7639600

421366800

6

0.0076396

0.4213668

2007-05-22_21-46-11 10786400

407603500

7

0.0107864

0.4076035

2007-05-23_00-26-32

9136800

445561800

8

0.0091368

0.4455618

2007-05-23_00-32-25

7843900

412082900

9

0.0078439

0.4120829

2007-05-23_13-01-10

6451100

411033200

10

0.0064511

0.4110332

2007-05-23_15-16-41

8017900

420361300

11

0.0080179

0.4203613

2007-05-23_15-22-50

7673400

439048700

12

0.0076734

0.4390487

2007-05-24_12-18-16

6380200

409601600

13

0.0063802

0.4096016

2007-05-24_12-19-56

6472300

430114800

14

0.0064723

0.4301148

2007-05-24_12-26-39

7676600

443236400

15

0.0076766

0.4432364

2007-05-24_13-22-01

5575400

440388200

16

0.0055754

0.4403882

2007-05-24_13-22-47

9288400

419521400

17

0.0092884

0.4195214

Figure 5.7: Calculation times for all BusyBox evolution steps for a complete MIG
without redundant clauses.
the FM versions grow, require up to over 2 seconds. The calculated average is 1.121
seconds. However, incrementally constructing the MIG takes on the average 0.009
seconds and, thus, is ∼125x faster on average than calculating the MIG from scratch.
Figure 5.9 shows the calculations for the FinancialServices01 models. In this diagram, the time is given in minutes on the y-axis. We can see that the incremental
construction for the first and the fifth evolution step take a lot of time (between eight
and ten minutes). Table 5.2 shows that the first and fifth evolution step include large
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Figure 5.8: Calculation times for all BusyBox evolution steps for a complete MIG.
changes in the FM. However, the other incrementally calculated evolution steps are
multiple minutes faster than calculating the MIG from scratch. Overall, the incremental calculation requires ∼15 1/2 minutes and the calculation from scratch ∼38
minutes for the eight evolution steps.
model

incremental

from scratch

Incremental

274268140600

224446488400

17295

1

274,2681406

12376127900

216111034300

1433

2

12,3761279

16023339500

250656037900

947

3

16,0233395

40647933000

244249220800

1589

4

40,647933

323380899700

254792486900

12387

5

323,3808997

53759523400

249942140700

689

6

53,7595234

109165775300

283410995200

8364

7

109,1657753

65359394900

272268565300

601

8

65,3593949

44778282500

293138255600

1420

9

44,7782825

Figure 5.9: Calculation times for all FinancialServices01 evolution steps for a complete MIG.
Figure 5.10 shows the calculation for all Automotive02 versions. Again, the y-axis
shows the time in minutes. We can see that in the first step, the incremental
calculation takes more than double of the time that the calculation from scratch
takes. However, in the second and third evolution step, the incrementally calculated
MIG takes much less computation time (i.e., ∼5.8x faster for the second step and
∼11.8x faster for the third step).
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Incremental MIG without redundant clauses calculation

Automotive02_V1 to Automotive02_V2

1

Automotive02_V2 to Automotive02_V3

1

Automotive02_V3 to Automotive02_V4

1

Figure 5.10: Calculation times for all Automotive02 evolution steps for a complete
MIG.

Time Difference
Calculated Adapted
Adapted MIG MIG (sec) MIG (sec) Calculated MIG(sec)

Calculation
Step

0

0.08

+0.08

Calculate core and dead feature

9.38

9.33

+0.05

Clean CNF

0.24

0.11

-0.13

Calculate CNF difference

0

0.43

+0.43

Check previously implicit strong edges

0

0.96

+0.96

Removed clauses

0

0.003

+0.003

Added clauses

0

0.83

+0.83

Find transitive strong edges

34.05

5.16

-28.89

Find transitive weak edges

43.56

0.86

-42.7

Find implicit strong edges

14,881.84

1,267.71

-13,614.13

Create MIG

2.07

0

-2.07

Calculate redundant clauses

5.47

0.89

-4.58

Find transitive strong edges

33.77

5.2

-28.57

15,010.45

1,291.63

-13,718.82

Remove old transitive strong edges

Overall time

Table 5.5: Calculation times for each step for the complete MIG in the evolution
step from Automotive02 V3 to Automotive02 V4.
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Finally, we take a look at the exact times that each calculation step takes for the
complete graph in Table 5.5. As the table shows, finding implicit strong edges
is the most time consuming step and also the biggest difference between the two
calculations. The calculation from scratch takes ca 248 minutes (14,881 seconds)
and the incremental construction takes ca 21 minutes (1,267 seconds). This leads
to the incremental construction being ca 226 minutes faster, only considering this
specific calculation step. Overall, the incremental construction takes 228 minutes
less than the calculation from scratch.
Figure 5.11 and Figure 5.12 show the calculation times needed for the complete graph
without affected clauses for BusyBox and FinancialServices01. When comparing to

Figure 5.11: Calculation times for all BusyBox evolution steps for a complete MIG
without affected clauses.
Zeitsparen durch incremental
incremen
2017-09-28.xml

from scratch

implicit strong edges
implicit strong edges from scratch

301984185400

238611708000

21933

39246

Zeitsparen durch incremen
87869259100

235536428800

40175

40639

Zeitsparen durch incremen
69112205100

275446396200

40133

40671

Zeitsparen durch incremen
87164563600

268740619700

40254

41563

Zeitsparen durch incremen
334858757300

270332935000

29246

40699

Zeitsparen durch incremen
85066678200

270494202700

40205

40879

Zeitsparen durch incremen
187392780900

298325255300

41773

49323

Zeitsparen durch incremen
132857841700

284279612100

34445

34941

Zeitsparen durch incremen
113432018100

309952953000

34469

35372

Zeitsparen durch incremental: 196520934900

Figure 5.12: Calculation times for all FinancialServices01 evolution steps for a complete MIG without affected clauses.
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the calculation times needed when finding affected clauses, we can see that the
calculation without affected clauses takes more time. Additionally, this method
is not more accurate than calculating with affected clauses. When evaluating this
calculation with Automotive02 we received a warning and, e.g., Automotive02 V2 to
Automotive02 V3 took 380 minutes to calculate. Since we did not have the capacity
to find the cause of the warning and the results of this calculation are not very
promising anyway, we did not evaluate the calculation for complete MIGs without
affected clauses further.

RQ2
As SAT solver calls are very expensive and a driving factor for the complexity of the
MIG calculation, we analyze in RQ2 to which extent we are able to reduce necessary
SAT solver calls for each calculation we presented in Section 5.2. We distinguish
between the SAT calls necessary for the calculation of (1) redundant clauses (i.e.,
an incomplete MIG with redundant clauses) and (2) implicit strong edges (i.e., a
complete MIG without redundant clauses). Without redundant clauses and implicit
strong edges, we only call a SAT solver when calculating dead and core features.
Since the algorithms for this calculation are the same for the incremental constructed
MIG and the MIG calculated from scratch, we do not have to evaluate the number
of SAT calls in this case.
With redundant clauses calculation
First, we analyze the number of SAT calls that are required for detecting redundant
clauses when (incrementally) calculating the MIG. Figure 5.13 shows the number
of SAT calls necessary to find the redundant clauses of each BusyBox FM. The
diagram shows that, except one outlier, the incremental constructed MIG needs
less time than the MIG calculated from scratch. Comparing the number of SAT
calls to Figure 5.4, which shows the computation time of an incomplete graph with
redundant clauses, we can see similarities between the computation times and the
number of SAT calls.
model

incremental

from scratch

implicit strong edges
implicit strong edges from scratch

2007-05-20_21-51-38 14138600

40412400

0

0

1

2007-05-20_21-52-49 15239800

35806700

0

0

2

2007-05-20_22-22-18 11485400

29684600

0

0

3

2007-05-21_10-18-23 11109000

26239700

0

0

4

2007-05-21_10-19-48

9057100

27860800

0

0

5

2007-05-21_23-30-54

8135700

31471500

0

0

6

2007-05-22_21-46-11

9985100

28393400

0

0

7

2007-05-23_00-26-32 10184300

37209500

0

0

8

2007-05-23_00-32-25

8941500

29107200

0

0

9

2007-05-23_13-01-10

9267500

29654500

0

0

10

2007-05-23_15-16-41 14210600

35353400

0

0

11

2007-05-23_15-22-50

8746500

27627400

0

0

12

2007-05-24_12-18-16 10890800

32850400

0

0

13

2007-05-24_12-19-56

9927900

29344500

0

0

14

2007-05-24_12-26-39

6173600

23681200

0

0

15

2007-05-24_13-22-01

9275200

30325600

0

0

16

2007-05-24_13-22-47

6550100

30594200

0

0

17

Figure 5.13: Number of SAT calls necessary for all BusyBox evolution steps for the
calculation of redundant clauses.
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Figure 5.14 shows the SAT calls of the FinancialServices01 FMs. Again, the diagram
shows that, except for two outliers, the incremental construction requires less SAT
calls than the computation from scratch. The diagram shows, that the difference
between the two calculations is not large (i.e., the incremental construction requires
8,841 SAT calls and the construction from scratch requires 9,070 SAT calls for the
eight evolution steps). But the number of SAT calls necessary for the redundant
clauses calculation is relatively small anyway.
model

incremental

from scratch

implicit strong edges
implicit strong edges from scratch

2017-09-28.xml

2034354000

686413800

0

0

1

2017-10-20.xml

1704302600

772702300

0

0

2

2017-11-20.xml

1649831500

739167900

0

0

3

2017-12-22.xml

1749618800

721718300

0

0

4

2018-01-23.xml

2035392900

757707500

0

0

5

2018-02-20.xml

1702288400

680618600

0

0

6

2018-03-26.xml

2086793500

773274200

0

0

7

2018-04-23.xml

2093749400

808698800

0

0

8

2018-05-09.xml

2268160600

835572800

0

0

9

Figure 5.14: Number of SAT calls necessary for all FinancialServices01 evolution
steps for the calculation of redundant clauses.
Now, we examine the required SAT calls for redundant clauses for the Automotive02
FM evolution steps, displayed in Figure 5.15. We can see that the incremental
construction needs a few less SAT calls for the second and third evolution step. In

Figure 5.15: Number of SAT calls necessary for all Automotive02 evolution steps
for the calculation of redundant clauses.
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the first, both calculation need about the same number of SAT calls (3,216 for
incremental vs. 3,229 for from scratch). Overall, similar to the number of SAT calls
necessary for the FinancialServices01 models, the incremental calculation does not
need significantly less SAT calls than the calculation from scratch.
With implicit strong edges
Second, we inspect the number of SAT calls that both MIG calculations need for
the detection of implicit strong edges. Figure 5.16 shows the number of SAT calls
necessary for all BusyBox FM evolution steps. We can see that the incremental
construction needs much fewer SAT calls than the calculation from scratch. On the
average, the incrementally calculated MIG calls a SAT solver 51.87 times and the
calculation from scratch 2,980.25 times.
model

incremental

2007-05-20_21-51-38

from scratch

implicit strong edges
implicit strong edges from scratch

8472500

413454400

6

6

1

2007-05-20_21-52-49 10394400

421034000

6

6

2

2007-05-20_22-22-18 10199100

456309700

6

6

3

2007-05-21_10-18-23 10293100

445795600

6

6

4

2007-05-21_10-19-48

6827000

446713700

6

6

5

2007-05-21_23-30-54

9676000

453023900

6

6

6

2007-05-22_21-46-11

9214700

463959700

6

6

7

2007-05-23_00-26-32

7965000

454325900

6

6

8

2007-05-23_00-32-25

6155200

468537900

6

6

9

2007-05-23_13-01-10

5836500

449478200

6

6

10

2007-05-23_15-16-41

7676400

453144500

6

6

11

2007-05-23_15-22-50

8363500

458037100

6

6

12

2007-05-24_12-18-16

6604800

457631100

6

6

13

2007-05-24_12-19-56

7389500

446336300

6

6

14

2007-05-24_12-26-39

5406600

457641500

6

6

15

2007-05-24_13-22-01

5442600

467452200

6

6

16

2007-05-24_13-22-47

5194000

461560900

6

6

17

Figure 5.16: Number of SAT calls necessary for all BusyBox evolution steps for the
calculation of implicit strong edges.
Figure 5.17 shows the SAT calls necessary in the calculation for all FinancialServices01 evolution steps. When comparing to the computation time necessary in this
specific calculation (cf. Figure 5.9), we can see a correlation between the number of
SAT calls and the necessary computation time.
The last FMs we evaluate are the Automotive02 versions in Figure 5.18. On the
one hand, we can see that the number of SAT calls necessary for the incremental
construction in the first evolution step is more than 4 times as large as for the
calculation from scratch. On the other hand, the SAT calls for the second and third
evolution step are more than 4 times and more than 7 times larger for the calculation
from scratch.

RQ3
Finally, we investigate the differences between the incrementally constructed MIG
and the MIG calculated from scratch. Even though the MIGs are both logically
correct, we analyze their difference regarding the number of (1) detected redundant
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Figure 5.17: Number of SAT calls necessary for all FinancialServices01 evolution
steps for the calculation of implicit strong edges.
model

incremental

from scratch

implicit strong edges
implicit strong edges from scratch

Automotive02_V2172043437554007407962486500

312478

166

1

Automotive02_V31051249598900 6623054701100

4404

700

2

Automotive02_V41233276740600 13955750128800

17068

696

3

Figure 5.18: Number of SAT calls necessary for all Automotive02 evolution steps
for the calculation of implicit strong edges.
clauses and (2) implicit strong edges. This way, we inspect the degree of accuracy of
the incremental constructed MIG in comparison to the MIG calculated from scratch
in order to analyze the trade-off between the accuracy and the computation time
between the incremental construction and the calculation from scratch.
Redundant Clauses Difference
For BusyBox we have 3,712 FM versions. For better readability, we present the sum
of the difference of the redundant clauses for all 3,712 steps and not the difference for
each single step. In total, the from scratch calculated MIG detected 190 redundant
clauses that the incremental calculation did not detect. The incremental calculation
detected 184 redundant clauses that the calculation from scratch did not find.
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For FinancialServices01 we have ten FM versions with nine evolution steps. In
Figure 5.19, we show the difference between the number of detected redundant
clauses for each evolution step. As the diagram depicts, the incremental calculation
finds more redundant clauses for each evolution step.
Incremental

From scratch

1

257

242

2

247

242

3

268

241

4

264

241

5

250

242

6

267

241

7

252

242

8

241

239

9

266

240

Figure 5.19: Number of found redundant clauses for all FinancialServices01 MIGs.
Figure 5.20 shows the redundant clauses that both kinds of calculation have detected. The diagram shows that the incremental construction and the calculation
from scratch find around the same number of redundant clauses.
Incremental

From scratch

1

251

241

2

16

12

3

12

12

Figure 5.20: Number of found redundant clauses for all Automotive02 MIGs.

Implicit Strong Edges Difference
For the BusyBox models, we evaluated all 3,712 FM versions as one. We detected
differences in the implicit strong edges in only 2 of the 3,711 evolution steps. This
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means, that the incremental construction found almost every implicit strong edge
that the calculation from scratch detects.
Now, we show the difference in the implicit strong edges for the FinancialServices01
MIGs in Figure 5.21. As the diagram shows, the incremental calculation finds almost
as many implicit strong edges as the calculation from scratch (i.e., the incremental
calculation finds 359,946 and the calculation from scratch finds 363,333 in total).
Incremental

From Scratch

1

38,334

39,246

2

40,491

40,639

3

40,653

40,671

4

41,523

41,563

5

39,897

40,699

6

40,651

40,879

7

48,896

49,323

8

34,605

34,941

9

34,896

35,372

Figure 5.21: Number of found implicit strong edges for all FinancialServices01 MIGs.
For the Automotive02 MIGs, the difference regarding the implicit strong edges,
depicted by the diagram in Figure 5.22, is zero for the first evolution step (both
calculations found 166 implicit strong edges). In the second evolution step, the
incremental calculation found 634 implicit strong edges while the calculation from
scratch found 700. In the third evolution step, the incremental calculation found
690 implicit strong edges and the calculation from scratch 696.
Incremental

From scratch

1

166

166

2

634

700

3

690

696

Figure 5.22: Number of found implicit strong edges for all Automotive02 MIGs.
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Discussion

Regarding the RQ1, the evaluation shows that for most cases, the incremental calculation of the MIG takes less time than calculating the MIG from scratch. As
Table 5.3 and Table 5.4 show, when constructing an incomplete MIG, the most time
is saved during the calculation of transitive strong edges. Since this calculation is
the same as for the from scratch calculated MIG except a few adaptions, it is only
faster because of the way we implemented the method and not because of its incrementality. When disregarding the time for this step, Table 5.3 and Table 5.4 show
that the incremental calculation still requires less computation time.
When constructing a complete MIG, depending on the size of the changes, the
incremental calculation brings a large advantage. When inspecting the necessary
calculation times for Automotive02, the first evolution step takes the incremental
construction a lot of more time than for the other evolution steps. However, the
first evolution step includes large changes in the CNF (i.e., more clauses have been
added than clauses contained in the CNF before the evolution step). The second and
third evolution steps also include relatively large changes to the FM, but the incremental construction is faster anyway. In summary we can say that the incremental
construction brings a bigger advantage for large-scale feature models regarding the
computation time. Also, the bigger the changes to the FM and, thus, to the CNF,
the less advantage brings the incremental construction. This claim is also supported
by Figure 5.9 where the first and the fifth evolution step are the only ones were the
incremental construction takes more time than calculating from scratch. Table 5.2
shows, that these are by far the largest changes in the CNF for all nine evolution
steps as there are over 2,000 added clauses whereas the other steps have less than
700 added clauses.
When evaluating RQ2 and, thus, the necessary SAT calls for every calculation, we
can see that there is a connection between the calculation time and number of SAT
calls in the calculation. This confirms our assumption that the reduction of SAT
calls is an effective approach for reducing the calculation time which we achieved
with our incremental calculations. For the vast majority of the evolution steps
that we evaluated, the incremental construction requires fewer SAT calls than the
calculation from scratch.
We detected that the incremental calculation of redundant clauses needs less time
without a high loss of accuracy as we can see by the fact that it finds more redundant
clauses in most of the cases we evaluated in RQ3. The reason is how the SAT solver
works. Every clause that is already negatively checked for redundancy is added to
the SAT solver. Clauses that were not checked yet are not part of the SAT solver. It
might be that a clause that would be redundant is checked before the set of clauses
causing the clause to be redundant is part of the SAT solver. Hence, the clause
would not be declared redundant. In the incremental construction, the clauses that
are not directly affected by one of the added clauses are added to the SAT solver
before we inspect the potentially redundant clauses. Since it is more likely that
clauses that share a literal with one of the the added clauses or one of the added
clauses are also affected in their redundancy, the incremental construction enlarges
the chance to find them due to the already existing set of remaining clauses in
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the SAT solver. Consider the following example: we have the clauses {B, C} and
{A, ¬C}. These clauses express, that when deselecting C we have to select B and
when selecting C we have to select A. Then, we add the clause {A, B} which is
redundant, because either A or B have to be selected due to the already existing
clauses. When calculating from scratch, we might check the clause {A, B} first and
since the other clauses are not checked yet and, thus, are not part of the CNF in
the SAT solver yet, we would not detect the redundancy of the clause {A, B}. In
the incremental calculation, the clauses {B, C} and A, ¬C are part of the SAT
solver before verifying {A, B}, since the added clauses are checked last with all the
remaining clauses already in the CNF of the SAT solver. Thus, the incremental
calculation would detect the redundancy of the specific clause.
As we also show when answering RQ3, the incremental construction does not find
all implicit strong edges. The main cause of implicit strong edges are cross-tree
constraints, since they cause relations between features that are neither expressed
by the FM nor explicitly by a constraint. For the FinancialServices01 evolution steps,
where the incremental construction misses the most implicit strong edges, we argue
that the loss is relatively small compared to the time we can save. Comparing the
results of FinancialServices01 and Automotive02 it might seem like an irregularity
that the incremental construction misses for Automotive02, which has much more
added and removed clauses, less implicit strong edges. This is probably due to the
fact that FinancialServices01 has more cross-tree constraints in relative terms. While
the Automotive02 versions have between 14,010 and 18,616 features and between
666 and 1,319 cross-tree constraints, FinancialServices01 has around 700 features
but around 1,000 cross-tree constraints. That means, that FinancialServices01 has
a lot of features that have a relation due to the cross-tree constraints and, hence,
the MIGs of these FMs have a lot more implicit strong edges than the MIGs of the
Automotive02 FM versions. Anyway, missing implicit strong edges has no impact
on the correctness of the MIG but on the performance during the configuration
construction. The implicit strong edges give a small benefit regarding the time
needed to find the connections between features and, thus, the consequences of a
(de-)selection of a feature.
The evaluation shows that the efficiency of the incremental calculation depends on
multiple characteristics of the FM (i.e., the size, the number of changes, and the
relative number of cross-tree constraints). The advantage of the incremental construction grows with the size of the feature models. The reason is, that the required
time for the calculation from scratch typically grows with the size of a FM. When
adapting the MIG to changes the size of the feature model has much less influence
on the computation time than the number of changes that have to be adapted. The
relative number of cross-tree constraints also influences the incremental adaption in
a way that more cross-tree constraints lead to more implicit strong edges. Anyway,
the goal of this thesis was to reduce the high number of SAT calls and the related
high computation time when constructing a MIG and still have a resulting MIG that
is efficient and correct. The evaluation strongly indicates that the goal is achieved.
Even though we do not have a fully complete MIG resulting by the incremental
construction, the loss is relatively small when comparing to the time we can save
with the introduced concept.
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In this section, we describe the threats to the validity of our evaluation.
We cannot guarantee the efficiency of the incremental construction of a MIG when
using for FMs we did not evaluate in this thesis. To prevent that and give the
best overview of the advantage of the incremental construction, we evaluated FMs
from multiple domains with different sizes and FM evolution steps with a different
number of changes in the FM. To present the best use cases for the incrementally
calculated MIG we identified the characteristics of FMs that bring advantages for
the incremental construction in Section 5.3.
We did not formally prove the correctness of the incrementally constructed MIG.
Thus, we cannot completely guarantee the correctness of the incrementally constructed MIG. To this end, we made a lot of sanity checks. For example, we compared the resulting MIGs not only by time but also each variable to verify that the
MIGs have the same strong edges, the same weak edges, and the same attributes
(i.e., the same variables are core/dead). When detecting differences, like a clause
that exists in the from scratch calculated MIG but not in the incrementally constructed MIG, we verified that it is a redundant clause and not a falsely ignored
clause.
When using Java for the implementation, just-in-time compilation can have an impact on the required time for each calculation. To prevent the calculation times to
be influenced by the JVM, we run a JVM warm up before each calculation.
We did not evaluate the additional memory that is required when incrementally
calculating. Since we have to save a lot more information than necessary for the
calculation from scratch, this might be an interesting part to evaluate in the future.
However, for large-scale feature models this can be outsourced on servers. The money
for the server can be retrieved by the time savings of the incremental construction.
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6. Related Work
In this chapter, we describe work that is related to this thesis. We discuss feature
model evolution and incremental SAT solvers.
Multiple researchers investigate feature model evolution on a feature level. Pleuss
et al. [PBD+ 12] split FMs into fragments wherein changes in the fragments due
to evolution are modeled by EvoOperators. Cordy et al. [CCS+ 12] analyze feature
model changes whereas they reduce the model with knowledge about the edits for
model checking after evolution steps. Thüm et al. [TBK09] divide edits to feature
models into four classifications. Even though they also use the CNF of feature
models to verify changes in the FM, that is done only for the classifications and not
for finding the exact difference in the CNFs of the FMs as base for FM evolution
analysis. Hoff et al. [HNS+ 20] save FM evolution operations and determine changes
in the FM by inspecting the performed operations. The described information about
FM evolution operations could be used for future work to incrementally adapt MIGs
more efficiently. Neves et al. [NTS+ 11] introduce multiple templates for the analysis
of different FM evolution scenarios. However, none of these approaches uses CNF
differences for feature model evolution changes. Acher et al. [AHC+ 12] introduce a
concept of composing and decomposing FMs. They determine the FM differences
of two FMs by translating them into a CNF and into a binary directed graph and
compute the FM difference with the CNF or with the graph.
The literature contains multiple approaches for incremental SAT solvers [ES03,
FBS19, NRS14]. Besides, Een et al. [EB05] introduce techniques to reduce a CNF
to speed up the usage of a SAT solver. However, since the goal of this thesis is to analyze the advantage of the incremental MIG compared to the MIG calculated from
scratch, we did not consider improvements regarding the SAT solver and instead
adapted the SAT solver that already exists in the implementation of a MIG. Investigating the usage of incremental SAT solvers for improvements of the incremental
calculation of a MIG is an interesting factor for future work.
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7. Conclusion and Future Work
In this thesis, we introduced all concepts that are necessary for the incremental
calculation of a MIG and provided an implementation realizing our method. We
also presented an evaluation of our work for multiple industrial feature models with
different evolution steps. For several steps of the incremental construction, we evaluated multiple algorithms to examine trade-offs between accuracy and runtime. In
summary, we conclude that on the one hand the incrementally constructed MIG
is more efficient regarding the computation time and the reduction of number of
necessary SAT calls. On the other hand, it has a small loss of accuracy regarding
the redundant clauses and the implicit strong edges. We argue that this loss is
relatively small compared to the possible reduction of computation time and that
the incremental construction is especially worth using when calculating a complete
MIG. Our empirical evaluation indicates that the advantage grows for larger feature
models when incrementally adapting the MIG after every evolution step in the FM.
However, even for small feature models the incremental calculation is typically more
efficient. Thus, we argue that applying the incremental construction yields benefits
for feature models of various sizes. In general, the improvement regarding efficiency
is larger for the calculation of a complete MIG since we save the most time when
detecting implicit strong edges.
We identified multiple possible improvements for the incremental construction as
future work. First, we can analyze whether we can use the knowledge of the previously dead and core features for an incremental algorithm of the calculation of the
new dead and core features. Second, we can investigate changes on the level of FM
edit operations (e.g., move feature) to detect affected features and, thus affected
clauses more efficiently. This way, we might ignore clauses that are unnecessarily
observed. Third, we can improve the search for implicit strong edges to save even
more SAT calls. The MIG calculated from scratch uses a depth first search and a
method for a preselection involved in the calculation of implicit strong edges which
we could adapt for the incremental calculation. Thereupon, we can analyze whether
the knowledge of changes in the MIG can be used to fix existing configurations that
are invalid after the evolution of its FM.
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A. Appendix
Figure A.1 shows the calculation for the FinancialServices01 models for complete
graphs without redundant clauses.
model
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72926965100
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Figure A.1: Calculation times for all FinancialServices01 evolution steps for a complete MIG without redundant clauses.
Figure A.2 shows the calculation for the Automotive02 models for complete graphs
without redundant clauses.
Table A.1 shows the exact times for each calculation for the evolution step from
Automotive02 V2 to Automotive02 V3 for a complete graph without redundant
clauses.
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model

incremental

from scratch

implicit strong edgesimplicit strongsat
edges
calls incremental

Automotive02_V2163433073585007655651316900
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2425829

Automotive02_V3 968461729900 6163135433500

4404
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140903
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Figure A.2: Calculation times for all Automotive02 evolution steps for a complete
MIG without redundant clauses.

Time Difference
Calculated Adapted
Adapted MIG MIG (sec) MIG (sec) Calculated MIG(sec)

Calculation
Step

0

0.09

+0.09

Calculate core and dead feature

8.92

8.94

+0.02

Clean CNF

0.18

0.1

-0.08

Calculate CNF difference

0

0.48

+0.48

Removed clauses

0

0.01

+0.01

Added clauses

0

2.05

+2.05

Find transitive strong edges

33.11

5.54

-27.57

Find transitive weak edges

12.65

0.8

-11.85

Find implicit strong edges

5,958.84

974.57

-4,984.27

Create MIG

1.86

0

-1.86

Calculate redundant clauses

0.02

0

-0.02

Find transitive strong edges

32.95

0.04

-32.91

6,048.71

992.83

-5,055.88

Remove old transitive strong edges

Overall time

Table A.1: Calculation times for each step for the complete MIG without redundant
clauses in the evolution step from Automotive02 02 to Automotive02 03.
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Task
Many software systems nowadays have a large number of features with a much larger
number of different variants, e.g., the operating system of a mobile phone. A software product line (SPL) is used to manage the features and to provide reusability
of their functionalities. For a better overview on the features, a feature model (FM)
organizes them hierarchically in a tree structure that describes the dependencies
between the features. With an FM, all valid combinations of features, called configurations, are defined, and a configuration’s validity can be tested using the FM.
The logic of an FM can be represented by a Boolean formula.
However, when selecting specific features while constructing an individual configuration, it is possible that other features become either implicitly selected or deselected
due to constraints in the FM. To prevent the user from selecting an invalid combination of features, the configuration validity needs to be tested during this process,
which is called the online phase. Validating the configuration during the online
phase to inform the user about resulting consequences when selecting or deselecting
features is called decision propagation. The validity check can be done by a SAT
solver, that checks whether a Boolean term is satisfiable. Calling a SAT solver each
time a feature gets selected or deselected to check which other features are still valid
to be selected costs a lot of time in the decision propagation. To improve this situation, Modal Implication Graphs (MIGs) have been devised that can be used to
identify implicit selection during the configuration process. The MIG is computed
only once in the offline phase, to be used afterwards in the online phase.
A conjunctive normal form (CNF) as a logical representation of the FM serves as
base for the computation of a MIG. A CNF describes a FM as a logical formula and
contains a number of clauses that consist of literals. A clause represents the dependency between features by connecting the literals with a logical OR. Each literal
represents the selection or deselection of a feature (e.g., having two features A and
B with A↔B, the clause would be (¬A, B)). All clauses are connected with a logical
AND. A MIG consists of nodes, where each node represents a literal from the CNF.
The nodes are connected by strong and weak edges that represent the connection
between the features. Therefore, clauses with only one literal are ignored, a clause
with two literals is represented by a strong edge and a clause with more than two
literals by a weak edge. Despite the fact that a lot of time is saved during the
configuration process, constructing the MIG in the first place takes a huge amount
of time. Changing the FM in any way results in a changed CNF and, thus, requires
a recalculation of the respective MIG. This is even necessary if the changes to the
FM are small. Hence, a technique to incrementally compute a MIG based on FM
changes could make the use of MIGs more efficient.
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Introducing an algorithm for the incremental computation of a MIG
In this thesis, I will provide a method to construct an incremental MIG for an evolving FM. I will use the changes in the resulting CNF and compute their impact on
the respective MIG. As basis for the incremental algorithm, I calculate the difference between the CNF before and after the changes. During the construction of
an algorithm for the computation, I differentiate between complete and incomplete
MIGs. An incomplete MIG does not contain all possible strong edges but is correct
anyway. A complete MIG cannot be completely derived by the CNF, but requires
additional computations by a SAT solver. Therefore, I will focus on incomplete
MIGs in the first place. In the end, I will analyze the impact of the feature-model
evolution operations (e.g., create or move a feature) on the CNF and investigate on
how to improve the computation time of my algorithm.
To evaluate my method, I will test the correctness of the resulting graph. To do
so, I will use small samples, generate the MIG, and evaluate the result. In addition, I will compare the time my algorithm needs to adapt the MIG with the time
the original algorithm needs to recalculate the entire MIG. To this end, I will use
different sizes of FMs as well as different numbers of changes that have been made
since the last calculation. I will also compare the resulting MIGs by their size to inspect that the adapted MIG is not significantly larger than the newly calculated one.
For the development process I consider the following work packages:
Work package 1: Literature Study. I will study research on informations about
”Software Product Lines”, ”Modal Implication Graphs”, ”Differencing Algorithms”,
”SAT Solver”
Work package 2: Concept development. I subdivide the second work package in
several smaller tasks:
• The first package is to find a concept for the incomplete graph to adapt.
Therefore, I will develop an algorithm that detects the difference between the
CNF before and after changes in the FM and adapts the MIG. I will do so for
incomplete MIGs.
• In the second package, I need to analyze the impact of changes in the FM on
the CNF and, accordingly, on the MIG.
• In the third package, I will investigate the possibility to extend the concept
for complete graphs.
• The fourth package is to investigate whether knowing what operations have
been made can simplify the process in some cases.
Work package 3: Implementation. This includes implementing the aforementioned
algorithm in FeatureIDE, where it will be used when a MIG needs to be recalculated.
Work package 4: Evaluation. I will examine the correctness of my method as well
as its computation time and the size of the resulting MIG.
Work package 5: Writing of the thesis.
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